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1 Comparative Sensor Results 
 

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the low-cost temperature sensors, it was decided by Barroca 
et al. (2013) to stablish an Arduino-based thermal controlling system. The proposed system is 
based on the open source Arduino UNO platform and low-cost temperature/humidity sensor 
DHT22 over I2C interface to Arduino. The operating temperature of this sensor is between -
40° C to 80° C with accuracy of 0.5° C. DHT22 sensor was chosen since it is one of the most 
employed and common low-cost humidity and temperature sensors in the engineering and 
environmental projects. To estimate the responses of DHT22 sensor as well as their precision, 
variation of the temperature versus time related to the 4 sensors shown in the Fig.1.  

 

 
Figure 1. Variation of the temperature related to the four DHT22 sensors. 
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As shown in the Fig.1, variation of the temperature has been divided to two parts.  The first part 
shows variation of the temperature for reaching to the adjusted temperature and the second part 
depicts behavior of the sensors at the fixed temperature of 30° C (Wang et al. 2015). In the 
second part the sensor number 1, number 2, number 3 and number 4 are showing constantly the 
temperature of 29.6° C, 29.4° C, 29.4° C and 29.6° C respectively. These observations indicate 
the discrepancy between the low-cost sensor DHT22 for recording the homogenous temperature 
in the oven. It has to be mentioned that in our measurements not only we are facing with error 
of the sensors, but also the oven has its own range of error, 2%, as mentioned in the above. By 
this graph it is clearly visible that the accuracy tolerance of the temperature sensor DHT22 is 
around 0.5° C. The obtained range of accuracy is almost as equal as the one indicated by the 
manufacturer in the DHT22 datasheet, 0.5° C (Mobaraki et al. 2017). 

 
2 Conclusions 

Evaluation the accuracy of the low-cost temperature/humidity sensors through an Arduino-
based system has been done for the environment sensor DHT22. Lower range of standard 
deviation acquired for the temperature data set (0.04≤Standard deviation ≤0.13) rather than 
humidity (1.15≤Standard deviation ≤1.33). Which means that the sensor DHT22 is more 
accurate in terms of measuring temperature rather than humidity. From the obtained results it 
is clearly visible that the range of accuracy or in the other word the precision of the temperature 
sensor DHT22 is around 0.5° C which is almost equal to the one mentioned in the DHT22 
datasheet, 0.5° C. 
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